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Working towards a more sustainable and equitable future requires organizations of all kinds to take a more strategic and collaborative approach. It is in this
spirit that Lumen works with our customers and partners to explore how we can build a more sustainable world through our technology.

The Lumen platform is enabling a range of solutions that are supporting our customers sustainability goals. From fleet maintenance and the development of
autonomous vehicles in the transport sector to reducing manufacturing waste and resource consumption in agriculture.
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Lumen’s partnership with the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is a perfect example of how our technology is helping the public sector and farmers
achieve smart agriculture by delivering a fully integrated wide area data transport service with secure remote access, contact center and cloud connectivity
solutions to more than 9,500 USDA locations across the country and abroad. These solutions will enable nearly 100,000 USDA employees to effectively
manage vital farming, food and nutrition, forestry and rural economic development services upon which America relies.

Our Lumen platform is also powering Wyoming Hyperscale’s vision for “sustainable” data centers. By providing the connectivity it needs for its data
center technology and delivering data on-demand to Wyoming Hyperscale’s customers, Lumen helps enable Wyoming Hyperscale’s unique model of using a
liquid cooling technology, which requires less water and makes data center cooling more efficient. Lumen is also providing Wyoming Hyperscale with
dedicated denial-of-service (DDoS) technology to prevent cyberattacks that would make its data inaccessible. This partnership is another great example of
how bridging technology with natural resources can create a sustainable, energy-conscious solution.

Learn more about Lumen’s commitment as a technology company to a sustainable future.
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